About 130 years ago a vagrant by the name of John Bean
man stopped on the banks of the Trinity River. He left his
wife and son on the east bank of the river and waded across
to survey the other side. He got his feet and ankles wet
but this was the extent of the water in the Trinity. When
he had walked another 7 miles he came to a limestone ridge
which was later to serve as a lovers leap in the Great Depres-
sion, and saw that there was nothing for the next forty
miles but mesquite trees. Altho the river that he had seen
pressed, and saw that there was nothing for the next forty
miles but mesquite trees. Altho the river that he had seen
miles but mesquite trees. Altho the river that he had seen
see ahead.

Thus in 1832, in the early summer, the first beginnings
of Dallas, Texas came to pass. It is still a fact, that the
citizens of Dallas look west and see nothing that can com-
pare with their noble city. For that matter, the true Dal-
lasite looks to all points of the compass and sees nothing
that can compare with their hundrum existence.

THE STRAIT PEOPLE ARRIVE
Later in 1832, William Logan Strait, probably in flight
from the law in Kentucky arrived at the banks of the Trin-
inity River. But it was a different kind of river at this
time. The rains had swollen the river until it was over a
mile wide. The log cabin that John Bean had built was not
to be seen, for it was perched on a knoll completely sur-
rounded by the dirty water of the river.

So the great-grandfather of this writer and his five
brothers decided to backtrack to the safety of higher land
and established their farms at what is now known as Low-
ers Lane. The Strait people in those days would never know
that this would also be called the Miracle Mile.

Then followed 130 years of absolutely nothing. It is, of
course, true that progress of a sort came to Texas. We had
the era of the gangsters. The Hamiltons, Raymond and Floyd;
The Barrows, Clyde and Bonny, (who was also a Hamilton),
who were slippery. Then Dallas had a city manager form of gov-
ernment installed. First we hired the City Manager of the
most sinless city in the entire US, (at that time), Berkeley,
California.

Continued on Page 4
New Orleans

A research study shows, in New Orleans, that most police officers are perceived as helpful and friendly, with a few exceptions.

The study found that police officers are seen as helpful and friendly, with a few exceptions.

Rocky Fighting Mad

A fight for tobacco in New York City highlights the challenges of tobacco control. The city has recently implemented a ban on tobacco sales in certain areas.

The Greek

Nick, the Greek, is the man who sells cigarettes and the other goods at the City Jail in San Francisco. He is seen as a pillar of the community, working closely with the authorities.

He is noted for his business acumen and his ability to make ends meet, despite the challenges he faces.

BUTCH

A man with a sense of humor, Butch is known for his wit and his ability to make others laugh. He has a wife and two children, and he enjoys spending time with them.

One other thing came to my attention while we were investigating Nick the Greek, and this one is to find the note in a form of discrimination. When you visit the Jail Business section, be sure to check out the note on the front page of the Hall of Justice, which is filled with information on how to handle such matters.

Whereas the mass of the prisoners are limited to very few minutes on the visiting telephones, the telephones have nothing to do with the telephone book, the phone book does not have a picture of the phone book, it is a picture of the phone book.}
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For Shame!

Nick holds your thousand dollars (sort-of) and then you can have your birthday and for a little extra he may be making a profit on it. The Hall of Justice is getting a lot of money and this one is for the NAACP.

One other thing came to my attention while we were investigating Nick the Greek, and this one is to find the note in a form of discrimination. When you visit the Jail Business section, be sure to check out the note on the front page of the Hall of Justice, which is filled with information on how to handle such matters.

Whereas the mass of the prisoners are limited to very few minutes on the visiting telephones, the telephones have nothing to do with the telephone book, the phone book does not have a picture of the phone book, it is a picture of the phone book.
The present Chief of Police in Dallas was the one who was only making $9,000 a year. He was hired because he top to the bankers, who decided that he was well suited for that job. The present Chief of Police in Dallas tells the City Manager that he is not going to go to Dallas except to compare it with the rest of the United States, so still enjoy places where there is something happening.

Mr. Ostrich

CREDIT TO WHERE CREDIT IS DUE...

(Insert excerpt from a publication in Los Angeles. A few deletions have been made to identify the writer of the organization that he represents.)

It was about 9 months ago in a small newspaper published in San Francisco alleging police brutality in homosexual arrests in the Los Angeles area... "...were immediately notified by the police department that there was a paper which was about to bring any possible influence to bear, for those 'out-of-towners' from making any queries. It was far worse by false statements. In fact, some brutality did disappear which might be related to an old adage that a person will be what he is accused of. Thereafter cases of police brutality caused the attention of the..."...accessible and important."

L.C.E.

The annual business meeting of the League for Civil Education will be held April 29th at 8PM, when the address will be announced to members only. This meeting will be of special interest to the CITIZENS NEWS, as we have been asked to bring further meaning to some of the words and phrases that may be In use in the English language.

The Lexicon

The second volume of the Lexicon will be on the market in the issue of this Citi- zens News that will be published in two weeks. As an editorial policy the Lexicon will help to bring further meaning to some of the words and phrases that may be In use in the English language.

J. BORG

The Showboat

To The Reader...

All persons who purchase a copy of the Lexicon are urged to check to see if there are any other positions.

The Lexicon is an organization dedicated to the preservation of civil rights, social justice and the recognition of all rights, including those of women, of persons who are not identified as men, and of persons who are not identified as women. The Lexicon is an organization dedicated to the preservation of civil rights, social justice and the recognition of all rights, including those of women, of persons who are not identified as men, and of persons who are not identified as women.
New York

The City of New York—has decreed that "nothing" shall be made of the fact that most night draw business from the Pubs. To that end, the Fathers have decreed that the area known as The Windy City must go.

Four blocks of the Village area are condemned. The area is roughly bounded by streets of Seventh Avenue, Bleeker, Bleecker, Sullivan, West Third and MacDougal.

This masterpiece of automobile bureaucracy was named by Harold Gross, Building Commissioner, who found the buildings in question violated all state building restrictions passed by the City.

Denver

Newest places to go and be in Denver are on opposite pages.

The Cherry Creek Tavern is on the East Front and blessed with two entrances. One is for the shirt and trousers set, as the place is back in for shirts and trousers set. That was not a mistake on the father's part, but the difference is not in the dress. Males in front and females in back is the rule. Rudi runs the place in back of them make you feel at home pretty much of a drag but new bar is catching on and a new dress. Males in front and female bartenders to take care, of, and wileghs 210 lbs, which Is about the same as the real editor. It does no good to impersonate the editor of this sheet for he is not very trustworthy anywhere. This is the original Cherry pub and has been for 23 years.

The shack

977 Folsom St. 1969

Dinner & Show

$4.95

Academy Awards

April 13th

D'OAK ROOK

350 DIVISADERO AT OAK

At the famous Drake, San Francisco's only genuine grill. Featuring Red and White Table Service.

Chicago

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Quietly down to such a degree that it is the favorite weekend and weeknight spot in that area. Gary and any other number of small towns without a place such as Mr. C, they come from all over the western part of Illinois and the eastern part of Indiana.

The Little Lounge

PLACE OF INTIMACY

612

Hadley-Houston.

ROVING REPORT

Up and Down Market there is a revival of activity not escaping the eye of our good police. Red weather in other places. We do not seem to be responsible for some of our other needs. Some situations prove too hot to make any activity in Los Angeles, Florida and New Orleans is going by our readers in Cook County.

Houston

Down in the Bayou City one of the best kept spots in the country is a large and is making waves with the visitors who are staying there. The best kept by the better known ones, that has been kept by the best kept in that city and there are some good ones. Californians are accustomed to large tamales (about 23") in diameter), but the Texas style tamales is just slightly larger than a good sized dinner roll. People have been seen to say that several, hence, are small in Texas, regardless of anything that the Chamber of Commerce might tell you. There is no trouble with progressive activity, everyone being allowed to enjoy the festivities of their military labor.

Calumet City

Business is so good at the Little lounge, located at 612 Hadley in Houston had an all out Lawrence Welk and the MisSES and Masters in a vector, located in front in. For the shirt and trousers set, as the place is back in for shirts and trousers set. That was not a mistake on the father's part, but the difference is not in the dress. Males in front and females in back is the rule. Rudi runs the place in back of them make you feel at home pretty much of a drag but new bar is catching on and a new dress. Males in front and female bartenders to take care, of, and wileghs 210 lbs, which Is about the same as the real editor. It does no good to impersonate the editor of this sheet for he is not very trustworthy anywhere. This is the original Cherry pub and has been for 23 years.

The Shack

977 Folsom St. 1969

Dinner & Show

$4.95
The champagne flowed just as freely as the words of the new author in the field, it is understood, of the classics of the sil\-

A Dictionary of Terms and Phrases.  
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Attorney Caspe...
THE CIVILIZATIONS

CONCENTRATE ON CRIME

City Councilmen are disturbed by Tampa's rising crime rate—so they have reason to be—and are talking of emergency measures, such as getting police on a four-day, six-hour week.

The possibilities for emergency action are limited by money. A four-day work-week would cost about $450,000 a year; Councilmen Capone and Small estimate that such a measure would bring in only an additional $188,000 a year. But that would not be enough, they say, to make up for the loss of the revenue to the city from the police force.

What the Council could do, at least, is get the police department to get an extra 30 days' vacation per year, or to cut the length of their work week.

The police, however, say that such a measure would not be enough to meet the demands of the community and that the Council should consider finding other sources of revenue to help defray the cost of the police force.

The HAIR

The weather in Tampa is quite warm and humid, with occasional rain showers. The streets are lined with tall, green trees and the sidewalks are shaded by large umbrellas. The people are dressed in light clothing, with hats and sunglasses.

The HAIR

The weather in Tampa is quite warm and humid, with occasional rain showers. The streets are lined with tall, green trees and the sidewalks are shaded by large umbrellas. The people are dressed in light clothing, with hats and sunglasses.

And Songs of Bilitis

Sappho of Lesbos (circa 630 B.C.) ranks high among Greek lyric poets. Unfortunately, very little of her work has survived. Because Sappho was held in great esteem by her contemporaries and poets of succeeding generations, we frequently find phrases in the lyrics of other poets that have come down to us whole. A prose translation of these is published here.

Sappho, a poetess of ancient Greece, was known for her love of love, and her poetry often deals with the emotions of the heart. She was a member of a group of women who met to discuss love and the arts. Her poems were written in a form called "iambic pentameter," which consists of ten-syllable lines. They were often sung to the accompaniment of a lyre.

Sappho's most famous poem is "To a Friend," in which she expresses her love for a young woman named Phaon. The poem begins: "My heart is full of love for the beautiful Phaon, whose eyes are like a pool of pure water."

In another poem, "To My Sister," Sappho writes about the impermanence of beauty: "The beauty of youth passes like the shadow of a cloud, and soon it will be gone."

Sappho's love for women was considered scandalous by her contemporaries, and many of her poems have been lost through the centuries. Nevertheless, her work continues to inspire poets and musicians today.
The New Lavender Baedeker!

Now Available

$3.50 each copy

THE NEW LAVENDER BAEDKER (Volume 1 Number 2) available May 1st. Send now and get Volume 1 Number 1 and when May 1st rolls around we will send you the NEW LAVENDER BAEDKER. Both issues for only $3.50, postpaid. THE NEW LAVENDER BAEDKER WILL BE AVAILABLE AT YOUR FAVORITE BAR ON MAY 1ST, IF YOU ASK YOUR BARTENDER NOW.
THE UNDESIRABLES

When, and if, the Governor of the great State of California is successful in getting his budget approved by the learned lawmakers assembled in Sacramento, he will be pushed into legislation to cope with the big crime increase in California.

The San Francisco Examiner, The Sacramento Bee and the Hollywood Citizen News (No Connection with this paper), together with Stanley Mosk, the Attorney General and several assorted Parent-Teachers Associations, The American Legion and various "little old ladies in tennis shoes" have called for changes in the Penal Code to deal with 'crime'.

Strange enough these people are not talking about crime at all. In this we are defining 'crime' as any act that deprives others of life, liberty or property without due process of law. These facets of our life in the Sun-shine State are amply covered.

The object of the various assorted busy-bodies appears to be 'vice', particularly when engaged in by 'undesirables'. VICE should be defined as anything that does not fit into the picture of those that are too old to engage in such things; or activities that seem to be too much fun for those who engage in them; or anything that does not add to the economic wealth of the 'civic minded citizens'.

Throughout history the established order has sought to control others thru an appeal to nationalism or religion. In the case of our legislators it will be thru both.

WE SURVEY UNDESIRABLES

There is always a group of persons who have undesirable practices, beliefs or traits. These are the people who indulge in VICE. Now those in the establishment may do the same things as the undesirables, but since they are responsible members of the Community it is never thought of as VICE. Where is a difference.

RECENT HISTORY

In fairly recent history a man had a very big problem. He was a head of state and found that millions of the citizens of that country held different beliefs. What to do? He held the belief that the destiny of his country was being slowed by the presence of all these people. He felt that in the non-conformity of these people was a natural enemy of the State. They could be blackmailed and used as spies by the enemy. They were undesirable. So Adolph Hitler had millions of Jews exterminated. In America we are more humane — we merely make it increasingly difficult for our undesirables to find employment. This way they can be better controlled. The State of California has found that they can make

(Continued on Page 2 Col 1)

The Syndicate

"A syndicate is an association of persons officially authorized to undertake some duty or to negotiate some business." Webster

In San Francisco recently there has been some reference in the gossip columns written by Herb Caen and one other irresponsible writer by the name of Charles Den-ton, who is reportedly from Los Angeles, writing in the San Francisco Examiner. One of the most recent by Herb was either an outright attempt to bring pressure on one of the newer spots or worse still, a complete lack of information. Mr. Caen said that one of the landmarks of the Tenderloin had been taken over by a gay bar syndicate.

TYPES OF SYNDICATES

As defined by Webster we are aware of a 'gay bar syndicate' in that several bars are owned by several people. However when America thinks of a 'syndicate' they are inclined to think of Capone, The Cosa Nostra, and the Mafia. This is not at all the case in San Francisco and in Los Angeles as regards 'gay' bars, regardless how queer it may be of other bars. Some of the owners of the various bars considered in the 'syndicate' are well-known here, others are well-known in LA. All of them are commonly known to their respective customers.

EXAMPLE:

To outline a typical legal syndicate, the following bar groups are owned by the same groups of persons:

BAR RR: Mr. A
   Mr. B
   Mr. C
   Mr. D

BAR: Mr. E
   Mr. B
   Mr. C
   Mr. D

(Continued on Page 3 Col 3)
The booklet, "Homosexuality and the Law," contains over 50 pages of information and is available for $2.50 from The Lawbook Exchange, 133 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602. The booklet is divided into three main sections: an introduction by the author, a discussion of the legal issues, and a summary of the current legal status of homosexuality.

The introduction, written by a lawyer named John E. Grady, provides an overview of the history of the legal treatment of homosexuality and the current state of the law. He discusses the legal issues surrounding homosexuality, including the rights of homosexuals to marry, to serve in the military, and to adopt children. He also discusses the legal consequences of homosexual behavior, such as the possibility of criminal prosecution.

The second section of the booklet is a compilation of cases and statutes related to homosexuality. It includes cases from various states and territories that have dealt with questions of homosexuality, such as the legality of same-sex marriages and the rights of homosexuals to adopt children.

The third section of the booklet is a summary of the current legal status of homosexuality. It includes a discussion of the various legal theories that have been applied to homosexuality, such as the argument that homosexuality is a form of deviant behavior, and the argument that homosexuality is a form of protected speech.

The booklet is well-researched and includes a wealth of information on the legal treatment of homosexuality. It is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the legal issues surrounding homosexuality.
WANT ADS

Alcatraz
San Francisco is proud of its 
Alcatraz, the Rock (1)500 acres 
offshore of San Francisco Bay. 
The island is well known as a 
former Federal prison. The 
prison was closed in 1963 and has 
been a park since then. The 
island is open to the public and 
can be visited by ferry from 
San Francisco. The ferry ride takes 
about an hour. The island is a 
popular tourist destination and 
features a variety of wildlife and 
historic sites. 

The Cradle of Erotica

This hard back book tells the 
story of the origins of the 
sex trade in the Middle East. One 
of the most complete, 350 pages.

FANNY HILL

The most hilarious story of 
Fanny Hill in all of literature. 
The memoirs of a woman of 
virtue and honor. Read it for 
the story of the leisure class 
and read of the process of her 
lovers. 284 pages.

NOW

"THE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL REFLECTIONS OF A FRUSTRATED MALE"

A story that says what others 
feel. A humorous journey 
around the male psyche. You 
will feel a sense of relief that 
someone else has been 
through it before.
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75 Questions

The Citizens News has always stood for individual determination as regards sexual orientation and practices. It is aware that a large number of our subscribers and readers are either homosexual themselves or have close friends who are. The New York Times, The San Francisco Chronicle or the Los Angeles Times, but still a tiny fraction. The percentage is even higher with the Christian News because of the political policy.

With this in mind, and because of our sincere belief in personal freedom, we have ventured to seek your information for the conference to be held in San Francisco in June 1960. If you would like to participate in that conference, you will be a participant in that conference.

In the following questionnaire we ask our homosexual readers or their friends to fill out the blanks of to take a piece of paper and, numbering the questions, to respond as many of these as they feel proper. It is vitally important that we receive a good response to this questionnaire in order to hold the most important conference ever held regarding sexual freedom.

Do not sign your name, nor give any address other than your city and state. We are mailing this out of concern— and because of our sincere belief in personal freedom.

GENERAL:

1. Your Age
2. Annual Income
3. Education
4. Legal Age's age
5. Number of Children
6. Do you own your home?
7. Buying your home?
8. Renting?
9. How often have you moved in the past three years?
10. Do you live alone?
11. With your family?
12. Would you rather live alone?
13. How long have you lived in your present city?
14. Did you move there for reasons involving homosexuality?
Calumet City

Chicago and northern Illini- 
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JOSE

Jose is leaving the west coast to educate the eastern seaboard as well as Europe. He will host the Luxembourg exhibit, which as he described as 'right next door to the Vatican Exhibit. Jose will write a column for the Citizens News to be entitled COUNT SARRIA AT THE FAIR and has extended an invitation to all his old friends as well as the readers of the Citizens News from all over the world to visit him at the fair.

In a closing show at the Backstage Jose' was in rare form and exuded an air of confidence and happiness that has been missing from his performances for some time. His costumes were made by the designers on Grant Avenue and were much better than ordinarily.

Mike Tresini emceed the show and did a couple of duets. He also entertained during costume changes. Mike has changed considerably in the past months and can no longer be called 'the noisy sicilian', instead, "The Judge".

AGAIN- SAN FRANCISCO

Things are getting rough in our town. Now we have a cop who has been suspended for 'freeloading'. A bar at 801 Divisadero has just complained to the chief that he has been supplying free drinks to this officer for the past 8 years.

The Chief had two Captains, and one lieutenant put a stakeout (big deal) on the bar and sure enough, Officer Raymond J. Pope came in and ordered his usual, a beer with a shot.

As the investigators closed in the officer explained he "just took a sip because I had a sore throat."

This place is across the street from the STUD who is facing a suspension for selling a beer to an intoxicated person. What with beat cops and drunks excluded from bars, it is going to be mighty lonesome.

JUST RAMBLING

Dirty shame that the Nash people are no longer featuring their 4n-a-car bed. With all the sit-ins, lie-ins, walk ins, etc., it would have been nice to have springs.

Electrolysis

The factors governing the rate of hair removal are:
1. Ability of the operator
2. Comfort of the patient
3. Durability of the skin
4. Regrowth rate

The number of hours required to remove a given amount of hair (beard, chest, etc.) cannot be accurately estimated because of the above reasons. Electrolysis in California may be performed (legally) only by persons with a required educational background after a prescribed course of study in Electrology and passage of the State Board of Cosmetology test for Electrologists.